Commission

Commission profile

The investment Commission of Basra is a government
organization that has an independent moral profile,
which has connections with the governor and lies under
the supervision of the provincial council. The council
have the power to grant permits investments, investment
planning and the council also encourages the investment
in all kinds; the Commission also makes a list of
opportunities of available investments in Basra to the
local and foreign investors. Simplify procedures for
granting investment licenses, and execute programs to
encourage investments. The Commission plays a vital
role in coordinating the effective communication
between the investors and the government. The
Commission is the main source of the Government
policy-makers about what's important for investors. The
work of the Basra investment Commission
is
characterized by the highly motivated and professional
staff that works in a great deal of professionalism with
the investors, not to mention the effectiveness of the
follow up activities especially in expanding the base of
their public relations and investments.
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Visa and travelling
Procedures

Visa
The Commission of Basra investors facilitates the obtaining of
entry visa for investors and this is occurs by getting these items
follows:
1- Send a colored copy of the passport
2- Send a summary of the company and the fields of interest
for the investor.
3- The visa application is addressed to the Basra investment
commission
All of the items stated above must be sent to the E-mail
address public.relations@investbasrah.com the period of
getting an entry visa is about 10 days.
The Requirement of getting a Visa:
1- The visitor has to have a visa
2- The visitor has to have a medical check in Basra that
indicates that the visitor has no contagious diseases.
3- Record the arrival time to the temporary residence
4- Apply the residency request with the required paper work
and a copy of the passport.
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Investment

Basra investment justification

 Big Political and economic stability that will enhance great
democratic life.
 Educated human force that has a prober technician skill.
 A continuing policy of reform and liberalization of the local
economy in Basra
 Strong institutional support for investment within motivated
legal frame
 Geographic closeness to the Arab gulf states which is consider
of the most important world marketing.
 The availability of the energy sources and especially oil and
natural gas in competitive prices and qualities.
 The availability of raw materials for some kinds for some
industries and the possibility of extracting these materials also
exists
 Wide local market about (2.7) million people that can include
the whole country to give commodities and services to a
promising Iraqi market with the presence of more than (30)
million people.
 The availability of the main industries which provides the raw
materials and import it to the complete and semi-complete
industrial procedures, like iron , steel , fertilization ,
petrochemicals , and cement.
 The existence of under structure which is appealing for
investors like Basra airport , ports (Um-kasser , Fao , Khur
Al-Zubaeer, Abu Floos, and al Ma’eqel) in addition to that we
have a oil ports like (Al-Bakeer , Al- Ameeq), railway , and a
grid of land routes wich connects basra with the other
provinces of Iraq and cities around Iraq.
 Basra has a lot of Archeological and religious places which
can be considered as good field for investing in tourism field
 The existence of a lot of local companies which is qualified to
go in a partnership with global companies.
 The existence of public opinion that welcomes the incoming
investors
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Investment Legislation

Goals

The law of investment number (13) on 2006 and the first amendment
that occurred on it by the law (2) year (2010) in Iraq has a simplicity
and agreement with the international standards, it also have
equalization in treatment between all the investors. The last
amendments also introduced more improvement in investing
environment.

Aims (this law aims to)
 Encourage investment and modern technology transfer to
contribute in Iraq development and growth.
 Encourage Iraq and foreign private sector to invest in Iraq by
providing the necessary facilitation to initiate investment project
and enhance the competitive power to the project covered by this
law in local and foreign markets.
 Develop the human resources according to the market needs and
provide working opportunities for Iraqi people.
 Protect the positions and the rights of the investors.
 Expands the export, enhance the payment balance and expand the
trade balance in Iraq.
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Investment Legislation

Benefits and insurance
Advantages and insurance
 Freedom of entering and exiting capitals and freedom to transfer
profits.
 The property of the foreign investor for the project will reach up to
100%
 No strains are imposed on the project import weather it was
directly imported or from third party.
 The foreign investor has the rights to deal in Iraq market for
finance paper in stocks and bonds which exists within the market
Composition of investment portfolios in shares and bonds.
 the investment have the right to rent suitable lands for the project
during the time which the project stands and this duration must not
be over 50 years and it can be renewed with the consent of the
investment Commission , also he has the right to have the land in
housing project.
 Give the foreign investor and the workers in the investment project,
non-Iraqi people have the right to stay in Iraq and facilitate the
entry and departure from Iraq
 Not confiscate or nationalize investment project under this law
 The technical and administrative foreign staff working in a project
to transfer their paycheck and compensation out Iraq according to
the law after fulfills their obligations and debt towards the Iraqi
government and other chambers.
 The investor have the right to employ non Iraqi staff if there is no
possibility to hire qualified Iraqi staff , which are able to do the
same tasks required according to the investment committee.

Reliefs (according to the investment law number 13 year 2006
modified)
 Relief the investment project from taxes and fees for (10) years and
it can be (15) years if the project is joined with an Iraqi investor
with more than 50 % contribute.
 Exclude assets and tomcat parts imported from customers’ duties.
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Investment Legislation

Investment obligation and
workers

Investment obligation
 Present an economical and technical case study of the project.
 Maintain the environment safety.
 Oblige by the Iraqi law.
 Commit to the work schedule presented by investor with the
realty
 Train Iraqi workers and improve their skills
 Give priority to employ and use of Iraqi workers.

Procedures for bringing foreign workers
Based on the section (12) from investment law for the year 2006 the
procedures for importing foreign workers in investment projects, the
investors can employ up till 50 % of foreign workers but after the
investor do the following:
 Present the organizational structure of the project and number
of the required staff and the specification of each job
 Advertise in three formal newspapers about work opportunities.
 Form join Commission from the project administration and
Basra investment Commission as a supervisor to meet the
Iraqi workers to make sure that they don’t have the necessary
skills to work in the project according to the specification set by
the investor.
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Taxes

Income Taxes on cooperation

Companies subjected to taxes
 Any joint stock or limited company founded according the
Iraqi law or other laws in which the management location in
Iraq subjected by the income tax, considering that the investor
is a resident citizen. The taxes will be imposed upon the
income of the resident Iraqi citizen weather he was in Iraq or
not, regardless the location of the reception.
 Subject of foreign companies registered in Iraq or have a
permanent establishment in Iraq to tax only on income arising
in Iraq.
How to calculate taxes upon companies

 A 15 % tax is imposed on the profits occurring to the
companies during the taxes periods, the general Commission
of taxes set these profits between 10-14 % for year 2008, and
depends on the activity done by those companies.

Exceptions
 Exempt exports of agricultural products (plant and animal) and
industrials products from taxes except cooperate taxes.
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Taxes

Income Taxes (imposed of residence and non-residence)

Income resources that taxes enforced upon them






Commercial business profits, trades and professions.
The profits results from trades in stocks and bonds.
The allowance from the rent of agriculture land.
Payment and salaries.
Every other resource included by the law.

Taxes Relief
 Income from agricultural work.
 Real estate income is subjected to estate tax.
 Income from religious and charitable institutions of public
interest.
 Salaries and allowances paid by the foreign missions of the
diplomatic staff.
 Coalition forces in Iraq and their contractors.
 Governments and international organizations.
 Sub-contractors (non-Iraqi) governments.
 Incomes of retirees.
 Profits of public sector institutions.
 Means of marine transport allocated to pump oil
 Income of cooperative societies.
 Income from the hotels excellent grades and the first in
Baghdad at its inception and during the first five years of
investment began to set up similar but hotels outside
Baghdad, the exemption period shall be seven years.
 The income of natural persons of interest on their deposits
and accounts at banks and savings banks in Iraq.
 Entered the aviation organizations on condition of
reciprocity.
 Income owners of the means of land transport of non-Iraqi
contractors with the General Establishment for the
distribution of gas and petroleum products.
 Bakeries and ovens.
 The role of child kindergarten
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Taxes

Income, Sales, Real estate Taxes

The amount of annual income tax





3 % percent till 250000 Dinars.
5 % from 20000 – to 200000 Dinars.
10 % from 500000 – 1000000 Dinars.
15 % above 1000000 million Dinars.

Sales taxes
Is the tax imposed on the values of goods and services
provided by the hotels and restaurants from the excellent
degree and the first degree 10 % of the value of the services
provided.

Property tax
Is imposed on the income of real estate in a fixed rate of 10%
of the value of the rent and shall be exempt industrial
factories winning establishment licenses for a period of 10
years of real estate tax.
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Demography and working force

Demography

 Basra lies on longitude “37.47°”east Carnage line and in
altitude 30.32 north of equator at the forum of Dejla and
Forat rivers.

Basra has a variety environmental spaces which exists
in deserts , Marsh ,and alluvial plain
 Basra has many connections by land routes with the
surrounding states, through two border ports (Safwan
with Kuwait and Shalamecha with Iran )
 Basra has the only sea port with the Arab gulf; Basra
connects Iraq with Iran, East Asia states and Arabian
Peninsula.
 Basra can be reached through Basra international airport
 Basra lies in the (+3) time zone according to the world
timing (+3 according to greenish time) which allows it
to communicate with eastern and western states in the
same work day.
 According to its unique strategic place. Basra is a
promising land for multinational companies which
targets local and Asian markets.
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Demography and working force

Area and Population
Area
The area of Basra (19070, 2 km) can be divided in seven
geographic areas which are (Basra, Shatt al Arab, Abu al
khaseeb , Fao , al qurna, zubeer , main city). Three
countries surrounding Basra from east Iran from west Saudi
Arabia and from south Arab gulf and Kuwait . the distance
in which the Basra is connected to other states in nearby
countries for example Kuwait is about 120 km and to al Riad
the capital of Saudi Arabia about 652 km, to Dubai in U.A.E
about 940 km, in the mean time the way to Amman the
capital of Jordon is about 1120 Km, the way between Basra
and Tehran the capital of Iran is about 960 km, and Cairo Is
about 1572 km.

Population
 The population in Basra is about (2.714) million people,
half of them live in center of the city.
 The population of the civilized areas in Basra arises to
78.4% supposed to 21.6% in the country.
 The average of population life about 60 years.
 The economically active people in Basra are about
(53%), and these category consider the main participant
in the production process, the foundation of the human
forces in the community and the backbone of the
national economy, and that category will support the
other society categories
 The age categories 15-24 represents 20% from the
population of Basra
 The young population have a lot of energy and highly
educated and multi-cultural.
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Demography and working force

Working staff

 The civilian working force in the province is about (600)
thousand person that forms 46 % of the economy active
population, and about 24% from the whole population of
Basra.
 Basra youth is the main stone for the growth of working
forces
 The workers are distributed on many different sectors due to
the many opportunities presented to the investors.
 The wages of the workers are highly competitive
 The workers who work in public sectors institute and
government department in Basra is about 220 thousand
workers in 37% of the total working power, in the mean time
the private sector can contain up to 210 thousand workers in a
working percentage of 35% of the total workers in Basra.
 The average wage of the professional industrial worker is
about 500$ per month. Weather the medium wage of non –
professional worker is about 250$per month which can be
subjected to increases or decreases according to the market
requirement and field of interests.
 Total working hours is about 45 hours\ week for male and 29
hours\ weeks for females.
 Basra market is constantly developing every year in a big
way weather in the number working staff or performance
quality.
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Demography and working force

Education

 There is barely 50 thousand student in the university of Basra
(15 scientific college and human and 8 research and services
centre) and the technical college and management technical
college and the technical institution and Iraq university college
and shat al Arab private university .almost 8000 students
graduated from it.
 There is three rehab technical centre in Basra, khore al zobair
centre, abo al khaseeb centre, and hay al hossen centre ,
besides a lot of other colleges , these centers have their own
strategy to rehab and train working hands and change it into
skilled human recourses so it graduates almost (1000) person
each year by changing un skilled people into skilled people in
their own chosen specialization>
 There are more than (170) thousand students in secondary
school and almost (7) Thousand students in technical education
what helps in supporting the need of labor market of the trained
staff and in organized and continuous mechanism.
 The rise in reading and writing ability among grownups in
age of(15) and older helps in awareness and education of basra
citizens and increase the ability of acceptance of anew solution
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Oil & Gas

 There is a huge oil stock in Iraq reaches to 68 billion barrel
which presents 59% from the whole international storage.
 Huge production ability reaches (2) million barrel daily from
oil.
 A lot of natural gas storage in Iraq which is free and mixed.
 Power supporting infrastructure so the length of the oil pipes in
Basra reaches 1291 miles, while the whole Iraq pipe line length
is 2515 mile so Basra percentage is 51, 33 from the whole
network, but the oil products pipe lines reaches 1274 miles in
Iraq 407 of it miles in Basra while the whole network length is
645 miles, 450 lies in Basra.
 Land and sea ports to export oil.
 Local companies that have the experience in operating and
managing the oil sector.
 International oil investing companies in many oil fields in
Basra.
 Good environment to attract a lot of international companies to
invest in oil and gas filed in Basra.
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Agriculture












The total area of 7628000 acres of Basra.
Area of total agricultural province of 1732840 acres.
Area of arable 824,988 acres.
Ratio of area of arable to total land area of Basra province,
about 11%.
The area unfit for cultivation of 833,323 acres.
An area of 74,529 acres planted orchards where 2.785 million
trees.
Area under 499,671 acres.
Area 325 317 unused acres.
Leased space according to the laws 4886710 acres.
Crops grown seasonal vegetables and strategic crops (wheat,
barley and maize).

Elements of agriculture in Basra
Availability of land for cultivation.
The absence of obstructive terrain for agriculture.
The diversity of the land of different agricultural crops.
Availability of water from the Tigris and Euphrates, Shatt alArab a state of the tides as a means of watering.
 Availability of manpower.
 Availability of agricultural inputs such as fertilizer and plastic
sheeting.
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Industry

 Basra enormous possibilities for expansion in
manufacturing products of petroleum derivatives, in terms
of maintaining large reserves of crude oil.
 Clear comparative advantages enjoyed by the province in
manufacturing and export of petrochemical products,
where large reserves of associated natural gas and heat.
 The existence of a significant number of mineral
resources in non-oil capable of developing and
exploitation, also advantage of lower costs of production
of oil and gas in the establishment of smelters and the
production of basic metals (such as copper / iron /
aluminum) and composition of products at competitive
prices in the domestic and overseas markets.
 There are many factories and industrial zones strategy
provides a good industrial base can build on them in
building a distinct industrial sector in Basra.
 The strategic location of Basra Premier offers the
possibility of the establishment of export industries that
rely on crude oil and natural gas industries such as oil
products and petrochemical industries and industries
retaining them.
 The possibility of establishing industries based on
intensive use of energy and mining industries, especially
metal and industries with intensive use of energy
subsequent to it.
 The existence of a number of large factories can be
privatized and transferred to the private sector or foreign
national.
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Transport

Transports and Harpers
The transportation represents one of the most promising and it has a
lot of opportunities to grow, since Basra has such a good geographic
place makes the transport much more important due to the fact that
Iraq is the main crossing path between Europe to the Arab Gulf
States and Asia. The maritime transport sector has a strategic
significance as the only port with a view on the Arab gulf, and an
important factor of economic growth.

Ports
Basra have four commercial ports ( Um Kasser , Khur Al –Zubaer ,
Abu Floos , AL Maeqel), two platforms to export oil ( basra oil port ,
deep port that works in energy of 31.351 million ton in a year), there
42 peers in Iraqi ports work in energy of 15. Million ton a year, there
is an investment opportunities to make another 41 peer so the peers
will reach 83 peer in 2015. Foundation stones has been laid in big
Fao port with one of the Italian companies in energy of 36-40 million
ton\year containers in the first stage and 22-25 million ton in year of
dry cargos. And it’s set to receive big different ships which lead to
have a free zone and a complete service to facilitate Iraq trade and
expand transept trade through Iraq to benefit from its special
geographical place between Far East and Sothern west of Asia
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Transport

Land Transport
Basra has a good grid land routes which exists in internally and
externally. Connects Basra with many land routes in surround
countries, Basra lies near by Kuwait with a border line at
Safwan city south of Basra at a distance of 120 K, Basra also
has a border line with Iran at the Shalamecha port which lies
about 20 km, and a border line with Saudi Arabia as well.
Basra is connected with other provinces of Iraq by railways that
is so long it can reach up to 130 Km goes through ports of Umkasser, , Khur Al-Zabuer , Basra.
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Transport

Air Transport

In Basra there are two commercial airports the first is Shatt AlArab airport and it was closed since 1980, the second one is Basra
international airport which considered one of the important
airports in Iraq, international and national flights are come and go
since 2003 to some Arabic and international capitals. Basra
international airport is second biggest Iraqi airports and one of the
most important airport in gulf states it makes up to 800 field trip
every year, it was built on 1981 in Abo Sokheer (Toba and AlNakhela), it lies away from Basra in about 17 Km and in area of
(35) Km surrounded by security fence about (23) Km, Basra
airport considered as a backup airport for middle and northern
areas used in a case of emergencies like vision deterioration and
disasters.. etc.
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Communication










The number of private cell phones 66080.
87 phone for every 100 persons.
Phone density is 6 for each 100 person.
90 Internet café.
Homes that have a Mutual phone service 27618.
17 Internet browsers every day for each1000 person.
The hour rate of daily browsers 2 hours\individual.
The number of beneficiaries from cell phone services in
Basra 1.5 million people.
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Tourism

Basra is great city god blessed it with a unique location and an
economic, natural wealth that forms from the many rivers exists in
Basra which are over 62 main river and dozens of sub-rivers from
its big river shatt Al- Arab, that formed Basra long time ago as a
center of sea trades., Basra is Built up on the sides of Shatt AlArab and it’s surrounded by the biggest palm plantation in the
world and a series of canals. The center of the town is considered
as the oldest most beautiful place in Middle East, Basra is
Characterized by impaired Bohuarha also charming for its water
and birds and fish and various animals. In the West Saharha warm
and tamarisk forests embody a wonderful painting. As well as
religious sites, archaeological, historical and sanctification with
respect to large numbers of people inside and outside Iraq, and
Basra, the advantage of warm winter climate, making it one of the
best Almcati in the region. Basra's residents and a wonderful
goodness and openness, and strange (tourist or visitor) feels,
including affinity for openness to the world since a long time as a
port of Iraq and the President alone a competitive advantage for
tourism video.
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Trade

Basra is an important commercial center, the geographical
location has a significant impact in making it occupies the
center is linking Iraq with neighboring countries such as Iran
and the Gulf states like Kuwait and Saudi Arabia, both in terms
of roads or in terms of maritime transport as the only port and
the president of Iraq, through which is the movement of goods
and persons , Especially in recent years as it became a center
for merchants who offer to complete their business transactions
and the receipt or delivery of goods hyphen or exported by land
or sea, can also expand the work of these merchants through the
expansion and activation of the free zones in ports that
contribute to attract traders and industrialists for the purpose of
shopping from these Areas, and this process contributes in
enhancing the tourism movement through the services of
accommodation, transport, entertainment and currency
conversion within the city.
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Free Zone

Free Zone in Khur Al- Zubeer

It lies in the southern west of Basra city in a distance of 40 Km from
it and in an area of Million square meter that can be expand, it has a
strategic location with a view on Arab gulf which makes it a
connecting geographical point in international trade line between
east and west , it also has a marketing and trading depth towards
Iraq and gulf market , also it is close to Khur Al-Zubeer port A
master integrated basic infrastructure sidewalks and port services in
addition to its proximity to the sites of raw materials and raw
materials and semi-manufactured goods.
Procedures and Working mechanisms
the work mechanism deals and work in the area of Khur Al-Zubair,
easy handling and flexibility through the reduction of red tape and a
lot of procedures and transactions to complete the transaction in
one place, such a mechanism within the framework of laws and
regulations are flexible and simple, by the accuracy of coordination
between different departments in the Authority the various
departments and most important of these procedures:
 Present an application to the investment Commission (Study
the economic feasibility of industrial projects) which is planned
to held and it’s attached with application form with an amount
of 100 $ as a fees.
 The application is studied by the Commission within the
current law and when the application is approved the contract is
made and a license for work is given.
 When signing the contract a yearly rent allowance and
insurance of 10% are paid from the yearly rent, plus 1000 $ is
paid for the work license which is renewed annually in fees of
150 dollars.
 Present a banking insurance of 1% of the money capital
invested in the project on the condition that it doesn’t go over
50 thousand dollars.
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Free Zone

Free Zone in Khur Al- Zubeer

Benefits, incentives and the areas that enjoyed by the investor
 A proper rent for land and buildings the rent of paved
land is 3 $\square meter\year, the non paved lands has
a rent of 2 $\ square meter \year, while the building
and facilities rent is about 5-15 $\square meter\year.
 The money capital, prophets, and revenues are from
investment relieved from taxes as long as the project is
running including the project foundation time.
 Foreign workers don’t have to pay taxes and allow
them to transfer their wages out Iraq, in the mean time
the Iraqi workers are 50% relieved from taxes.
 Exemption of goods and raw materials imported and
exported from all taxes and fees except for those
exporting into Iraq.
 Input and output of foreign currencies which is used in
free zone is not subjected to any restriction or
condition.
 Allow investors in free trading zone to open accounts
in certain banks that feed on currencies coming from
out of Iraq.
 Give the right to waive investment or add or remove
partners.
 The investment contract is 15 year for commercial and
services projects and 25 years for industrial project and
the entire contract can be renewed.
 Give reduction of 25% for industrial projects of the
values of rents for paved and non-paved lands.
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Banks

There are four kinds of banks in Basra, State banks,
private bank, investment banks, and foreign banks the
banking sector in Basra consists of:
 Branch of Iraq central bank.
 Branches of Rafieden and Rasheed banks (12 branch
for each bank).
 Other government specialized bank ( industrial , real
state , agricultural and Iraq trade banks).
 20 Ahli bank.
 One Foreign bank which is Meli Iran bank.
The banking system plays an important role in
developing financial policy for the country and in
achieving the main goals of development. The private
banks takes the most of capital money as supposed to
government banks, however the government bank still
have the most demands for the banking structure, it
features a diversity and branches as supposed to private
banks, it also takes nearly 96% from the whole deposits
for banks, although the private banks has granted a lot of
credits and activity as supposed to government banks.
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